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Consider approving the reinstatement of bus service along Golf Links Road to Grass Valley · 

Elementary School, with the use of small transit vehicles, as a one-year pilot project. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

In May 2013, the District received a request from the residents of Grass Valley to reinstate bus 

service along Golf Links Road. Staff is recommending to reinstate weekday service to this area as 

a one-year pilot with a new route operating via the majority of the existing Line 46 (with limited 

stops) and then along Golf Links Road between Mountain Boulevard and Dunkirk Avenue. The 

proposed service would also include the use of small transit vehicles. The one-year pilot would 

begin in conjunction with the December 2014 Operator Sign-up. 

BUDGETARY /FISCAL IMPACT: 

The Grass Valley Pilot Project would add 14 weekday vehicle hours. Operating the service as a 

one-year pilot would result in a one-year cost of $303,693 based on the District's marginal rate 

of $85.68/hour. 

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE: 

Grass Valley is a single-family residential neighborhood in southeast Oakland. It has variable 

topography along with an irregular street network, making efficient transit service a challenge. 

AC Transit began providing bus service along Golf Links Road, east of Mountain Boulevard, in 

1964. Until March 2010, the corridor was served by a peak-hour line extension (Line 98) that 

operated every 30 minutes. 

On March 28, 2010, the District reduced bus service by seven percent. As part of the reduction, 

the District restructured Line 98 (Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART- Golf Link Road/Dunkirk 
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Avenue), and eliminated segments with low productivity. Service along the line east of 

MacArthur Boulevard into Grass Valley was discontinued, affecting over 100 trips per day. 

Request for Reinstatement of Bus Service 

The request for bus service along Golf Links Road came from the Grass Valley Homeowners 

Association during its May 2013 meeting. The Association was established in 2005 to serve the 

needs of the Grass Valley neighborhood in Oakland. They represent a portion of the Southeast 

Hills region of Oakland, bordered by Golf Links Road, Skyline Boulevard, and Grass Valley Road. 

Service Recommendation 

Staff is recommending serving the Grass Valley area with a new line that would operate as an 

extended version of the existing Line 46 route (Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART Station -

Oakland Zoo). The service would overlay on top of Line 46, operating as a local service along 

Golf links Road, and as a limited stop service between Golf Links Road and Coliseum BART. The 

reduction in bus stops along a portion of the route is needed to operate the service at a GO

minute frequency within the proposed budget. 

The following stops have been identified for the limited portion of the new service: 

• Mountain Boulevard at Golf links Road 
• Fontaine Street at King Estates 
• Fontaine Street at Golf Links Road 
• 82"d Avenue at MacArthur Boulevard 
• 82"d Avenue at Bancroft Avenue 
• 82"d/81'' Avenue at International 
• 81 st Avenue at Rusdale Street 

• Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART Station 

Service would operate weekdays between 6:30 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. The first trip from 

Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART would be at 6:19 a.m., with a trip leaving every 60 minutes 

until 7:19p.m. The first trip leaving Dunkirk Avenue/Golf Links Road in Grass Valley would be at 

6:44a.m., with a trip leaving every 60 minutes until 6:44p.m. The overlay of the limited service 

on top of the local service would essentially double the frequency of line 46 at the major 

intersections listed above. 

One of the major generators for potential riders along the line is the Coliseum/Oakland Airport 

BART Station. This intermodal station provides connections to BART, Amtrak, and other local 

bus lines. The route would also intersect major trunk bus routes at MacArthur Boulevard (line 

57), Bancroft Avenue (Line 40), and International Boulevard {Lines 1 & 1R), providing potential 

passengers along Golf links Road with access to additional areas within the District. There may 
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also be a demand in the reverse commute to Grass Valley Elementary School, located at the 

eastern terminal of the line. 

The proposed service along Golf Links Road would once again provide transit to an area that 

has historically had service. Implementing the new service as a one-year pilot project will allow 

the District to evaluate whether demand for transit service in this area has in fact increased 

since service cuts in 2010. The proposed service should grow ridership through increased 

frequencies, additional coverage, and a faster service option. The current Line 46 operates over 

26 passengers per hour. Our goal with the extension of service into Grass Valley is to maintain 

or exceed 20 passengers per hour as a combined service. 

Vehicle Type 

Staff is recommending the use of the District's new small transit vehicles for the new service. 

These vehicles are 24 feet long and can seat up to 16 passengers. 

The new service will provide much needed additional frequency on top of the existing hourly 

Line 46 service. Current loads along segments shared by the new service and the existing Line 

46 occasionally exceeds 30 passengers. Due to multiple schools being located along Fontaine 

Street, the District has already added one additional trip on the line to provide more capacity. 

The areas north of MacArthur Boulevard that will only be served by the proposed new service 

previously had maximum loads of seven passengers. With the major bus stop locations being 

served by an additional trip per direction per hour, loads are expected to remain below 16 

passengers at any given time. 

In addition, the new service will also provide an additional hill route for staff to test the 

District's newer generation of small transit vehicles. 

New Bus Stops 

The District has continued to operate limited bus service along Golf Links Road, east of 

Mountain Boulevard (Line 649). This has allowed the District to maintain the bus stops along 

this segment. The new Grass Valley pilot would use the existing bus stop locations and will not 

require additional bus stops to be established. 

Implementation Schedule 

The proposed service would not require a public hearing because it is a one-year pilot project. 

With the Board's approval on September 10, 2014, service would be implemented as part of 

the Winter Sign-up in December of this year. Should the pilot service succeed, staff will return 

to the Board with a proposal to extend the duration of the service prior to expiration of the 

pilot. Per Board policies, prior to Board approval, the District will be required to conduct a Title 

VI equity analysis and public hearing. 
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ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES: 

The advantage is that new service will provide an additional mobility option for a neighborhood 

that currently has limited public transit availability. The disadvantage is that the money used to 

provide the service will not be available to use on other, potentially more productive services. 

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS: 

In addition to extending Line 4G, other alternatives were considered to provide bus service to 

the Grass Valley area. 

New Route via ggth Avenue 

This alternative reinstated the previous routing of Line 98 from Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART 

to Dunkirk Avenue/Golf Links Road via Brookfield Village and 98th Avenue. The alternative 

would add service along a portion of Line 98, and operate at an 80-minute frequency under the 

same budget as Staff's recommended proposal. 

The alternative was rejected by staff because it did not provide at least GO-minute frequency to 

the Grass Valley area. Providing service at less than GO-minute frequency in this area may not 

attract enough ridership to meet the minimum productivity goals of the project. 

Additional Frequencies 

Both the Line 4G and Line 98 alternatives were also considered at increased frequencies. 

Operating the recommended alternative more frequently than GO-minutes or the Line 98 

alternative more frequently than 80-minutes would require additional resources that would, at 

a minimum, double the costs. The projected ridership from either alternative does not warrant 

higher frequencies, and would reduce the productivity of each alternative to below project 

goals. 

Other Potential Service Changes 

With limited resources for adding service, the proposed service to Golf Links Road would have 

to be added at the expense of other new planned service. Each one of the following services 

could be added for less than the cost of providing weekday service to Golf Links Road: 

• Weekend service to Oakland Zoo & Chabot Observatory 

• Weekend span increase for Lines 12, 2G, 52 & 74 

• Weekend service extension of Line 31 to better serve Alameda Point 

However, the proposed Grass Valley service not only serves the Grass Valley area, but also 

improves the underlying Line 4G service. 
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PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTIONS/POLICIES: 

GM Memo No. 09-217e: Consider Adoption of Resolution No. 09-053 Approving Revised Service 

Adjustment Plan for Special Transit District One and Special Transit 

District Two, Effective in March 2010, Pending the Receipt of a Title VI 

Disparate Impacts Study 

ATTACHMENT: 

1. Route Map 

Department Head Approval: Dennis W. Butler, Acting Chief Planning, Construction & 
Engineering Officer 

Reviewed by: Robert Del Rosario, Director of Service Development 

Prepared by: Sean Diest Lorgion, Senior Transportation Planner 
Becca Homa, Transportation Planner 
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